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SP21 MEMS 411 Mechanical Engineering Design Project
Portable Ground Work Station - Group C
For this senior design project we partnered with Dr. Jonathan Myers and Erin O’Connell of
the Washington University in St. Louis Department of Biology to create a portable ground
work station (PGWS) for their field research. This new work station aimed to fulfill the
primary customer needs: alleviate knee and back pain, allow the user to easily transport
the device between research plots, limit ground and environment disruption, resist weather
damage, allow the user to work close to the ground, and provide the user with gear storage
and support.
From these user needs we established metrics to help us accomplish our goals for the device.
We were inspired by stools and work stations from various industries. We investigated
gardening stools, mechanic creepers, tile laying scooters, and camping and hunting stools.
Each of us generated component and holistic design concepts, which we evaluated in
a weighted decision matrix. We ultimately selected “The Deluxe” design. Through
proof-of-concepts, prototype iterations, and engineering models, we made alterations and
improvements to our initial design which we detail in this report.
Our portable ground work station frame was made primarily of PVC and featured aluminum,
plexiglass, and cushion components. The final prototype has adjustable legs for a working
slope range of 30 degrees (58% grade), wide feet to prevent sinking, and can safely support
up to 300 pounds. It also feature a rotating clipboard/tablet tray and hooks to store a
water bottle and duct tape.
Overall the design is comfortable, sturdy, lightweight, weather resistant, and adjustable for
various user sizes. The final Deluxe disturbs more ground area than planned, but does
not sink as far into the ground as previous designs prototypes. Overall we were able to
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1 Introduction
Our lab group will be making a device for Myers Research Group that will enable a more comfort-
able experience for the researchers to perform groundwork during their field research. The problem
that the researchers currently have is that the wear on their back and knees during 10 hour days is
unbearable and impacts quality of work.
Our task is to make a device that lessens this pain, is portable, is weather resistant, and limits
damage the forest floor while also allowing the researchers to measure small seedlings inches above
the ground. They have tried to make equipment in the past to alleviate pain, but haven’t been
successful. This lab group is set out to create device that can enable the researchers to do their
work without the pain.
2 Problem Understanding
2.1 Existing Devices
While no products currently on the market meet all of the Myers Lab’s needs, components of other
products can work together to satisfy the user’s needs. Additionally, the lab has used do-it-yourself
(DIY) PVC pipe platforms in the field with limited success.
2.1.1 Existing Device #1: DIY PVC Platform
Figure 1: DIY PVC Platform (Source: Myers Lab - Kyle Harms)
Link: https://jonathanmyers.smugmug.com/Longleaf/i-Ht8wD7Q/A
Description: The Myers lab DIY PVC pipe platform was used in a Long-leaf Pine ecosystem with
moderate success at alleviating back and knee pain, maintaining the natural environment, and
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being a portable solution. The platform, while better than having no support, left multiple aspects
in need of improvement. The top of the platform is not comfortable to kneel on and many field
scientists required multiple layers of cushions and wore knee pads to achieve comfort. Additionally,
the structure was awkward to carry and often came apart when moving between plots. At the end
of the day, this was a quick fix during field work, but has much room for improvement.
2.1.2 Existing Device #2: Garden Kneeler






Description: A standard Garden kneeler seat is the closest commercial product to suit the Myers
Lab’s needs. It can be used for a kneeling or seated position, has limited contact wit the ground
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(thus, limited erosion effects), and includes storage space for tools and gear. The garden kneeler
falls short in the ability to kneel higher off the ground. Lastly, due to the narrow base, the field
scientists cannot reach over into the middle of plots without the risk of tipping over.
2.1.3 Existing Device #3: Mechanic Creeper Seat




Description: While a 3-in-1 creeper seat that sits low to the ground and has wheels would not be
good for limiting erosion, the mechanism that allows the seat to be used laying down or sitting up
would be great for the health and comfort of the field scientists. The users could lay flat on their
stomach, kneel and lean forward on their stomach, or sit straight up and lean over the plots to have
varied postures throughout the day or to adapt to various field conditions. Notable cons are that,





This patent is for a lightweight structure that has a center support to hold certain loads. The
center support is hinged to three multi-stage telescoping leg pieces. On each leg there are two sets of
compression locking system that allows the length of the leg be changed at locked a desired length.
The distance the legs are kept from each other are determined by a center restriction member.
Figure 4: Patent Images for Tripod
Taken from: https://patents.google.com/patent/US6702482B2/en
2.2.2 Collapsible Sunshade
This Patent is for a shading mechanism similar to a canopy that could be included into beach
chairs, patio chairs, and other such collapsible or compact products to provide protection from the
sun. Shading mechanism is designed to be collapsible using hinge parts to allow the canopy to
rotate into a position overhead or along the back part of a chair.
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Figure 5: Patent Images for Sunshade
Taken from: https://patents.google.com/patent/US6371553B1/en
2.3 Codes & Standards
2.3.1 Outdoor Furniture - Stability for Chairs
(ISO 97.140 7174-2:1992)
The International Standard sets specifications for determining the stability of chairs that could
have a tilt or reclining mechanism. This is a useful standard for our product because we will be
utilizing ways to have our product be used on a down hill slope, which will require for our product
to be at a tilt, and since we will need our users to be inclined to reach the specimen, there will also
be a reclining aspect used for our product.
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2.3.2 Standard Performance Requirements fro Adult and Children’s Plastic Chairs
for Outdoor Use
(ASTM F1838-19)
The American Society for Testing Materials set specifications for the stability and performance
of non-residential outdoor chairs. It provides guidance for slip conditions, loads, and building
materials. This standard can give us guidance about safety metrics for a device that is supposed
to support the weight of a person and be used many times. While our device will not be exactly
a chair, certain components might have an alternate use as a stool when they are not being used
together.
2.4 User Needs
Our product is fundamental to the Myers Lab to help them conduct ecology research. We
interviewed them in an effort to gain further insight into the problem we are trying to solve and to
make sure we will be satisfying their needs.
2.4.1 Customer Interview
Interviewee: Erin O’Connell and Jonathan Myers
Location: Zoom Call
Date: February 2nd, 2021
Setting: We started the call by introducing ourselves (there were 3 distinct groups from the MEMS
411 course present) and proceeded to ask Erin and Jonathan to describe their existing concerns
and the current products they use to help with the problem at hand. Jonathan and Erin provided
photos from on-site which helped us visualize the problem and they showed/told us about various
tools and gear they take with them on the job. The whole interview was conducted through a Zoom
Call, and took ∼60 min.
Interview Notes:
What are you currently using to help you get close to these plots?
– Currently using knee pads, some PVC square type of stools that you can lay on to get to the
plots. Kneeling and leaning over is the usual.
What are your main concerns that you would like to be addressed with this new product?
– Less strain on knees and back preferably. Because the positions that we are currently using
cause a lot of lasting muscle ache and pain for the body. Also, we would like to have this
device be easy to bring with us, not too heavy or bulky to carry.
Do you mostly work on flat land or on steep sloped terrain?
– It can alternate, sometimes they are all flat plots, but some days you may go from a flat plot
to one on a slope.
How long does it take to map each plot?
– Anywhere from 10 minutes to 2 hours per sub plot, but a complete plot/enclosure could take
3-5 days to a week to fully document.
How many plots are there? How many do you see in a day, week, year?
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– There are a total of 450 plots, that don’t move around, takes a couple of months to make our
way through all of them. We could visit 1-2 different enclosures in a day, usually takes about
3-5 days to a week to completely be done with one enclosure/plot, depends on how big it is.
Usually, we would visit all the plots twice in a year.
How many trips do you take from plot to plot?
– Usually take 2 trips, would like to keep it at a max of 2 trips and no more additional, preferably
1 trip.
How to avoid ticks?
– Need to be 6 inches above the ground, definitely above the vegetation. When you encounter
ticks, use duck tape to get them off your pant legs. Would like a duct tape holder if possible
on the new device, for easy access to remove ticks in case of a tick bomb.
How much gear do you usually take on a each trip out to the plots?
– 2 Step stools, sampling frame (PVC frame), personal gear (water, snacks, rain jacket), clip-
boards, pencils, pens, paper, tags, tape measure.
How do you get into the enclosures?
– Use 2 step stools to climb into and out of the enclosures.
How much erosion disturbance is acceptable?
– We would be okay with if for example you flipped over a milk carton and the perimeter
disturbed the ground, or if the legs of the device went into the soil. Something that can be
put down around the plot and not moved is preferred over simply moving about all the time
and stepping around the plot.
Since these plots aren’t moving around, would you leave equipment out near the plots, for example
as storage?
– Ideally we would, except we would need for the equipment to be weatherproof, so that it
doesn’t rust. To not cause too much erosion disturbance we could keep equipment out there
for the days we need it at a specific plot if the equipment is weatherproof. Also, Tyson land is
private property, however some of the enclosures are more open and accessible to the public,
which isn’t great for leaving equipment out.
Would you like a place to be able to write? For example a clipboard/tablet holder or a flat surface
to write on?
– That would be nice, could be beneficial, we are trying to progress in the future form paper.
to digital documentation, so we may need a place to put the tablet or clipboard. Currently, I
would appreciate a dry place to document my findings and somewhere to put my pencils.
Wheels? Would you like it if this device had wheels?
– Possibly not the best solution, because could cause a lot of erosion disturbance and could be
unsteady on hilly, and rocky terrain.
Do you work individually or in groups?
– Because of COVID-19 we currently are working more on our own, individually per subplot,
but normally we would have groups of 10-14 people at enclosures, 2 per sub plot.
What would you like to have quick access to?
– Duct tape, tape measure, tags, pencils, water. These are the things we use more often than
not.
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2.4.2 Interpreted User Needs
After taking into account our customer’s interview, we have put together an interpreted customer
need’s table below.
Table 1: Interpreted Customer Needs - Portable Ground Works Station (PGWS)
Need Number Need Importance
1 PGWS Supports Back Health 5
2 PGWS Supports Knee Health 2
3 PGWS is adjustable for multiple positions of use 3
4 PGWS works on an incline 3
5 PGWS is weather resistant 4
6 PGWS has duct tape storage 3
7 PGWS has tablet/clipboard storage 3
8 PGWS has water storage 1
9 PGWS limits erosion damage to environmental ground 4
10 PGWS provides sun and light rain protection 3
11 PGWS is portable: lightweight for carrying and compact for
storage/transport
5
12 PGWS keeps users away from ticks 3
13 PGWS has tape measurer Storage 2
2.5 Design Metrics
When taking into account our interpreted customer needs table above in section 2.4.2, we put
together a Target Specifications chart that helps us know certain parameters for our product.





Metric Units Acceptable Ideal
1 11 Total weight lbs 11 8
2 11 Total Volume ft3 < 37 < 26
3 11 Total Area ft2 < 20 < 13.5
4 1,2 Pain rated on a scale of 10 integer < 5 < 3
5 3 Number of configurations of use integer >= 2 >= 3
2 4 Works on an incline degrees > 22.25 > 45
6 6,7,8,13 Meets storage needs integer 2/4 4/4
7 5 Weather Resistant days >= 5 >= 30
8 9 Limited Erosion damage footprint in2 < 24 < 15.5
9 12 Height off the ground in2 > 6 > 6
10 10 Dry and shaded area ft2 > 13.5 > 20
2.6 Project Management
The Gantt chart in Figure 6 gives an overview of the project schedule.
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We created this mock-up prototype from recyclable materials that we had available to us at home:
cardboard boxes, cardboard containers, paper bags, and empty cans and bottles. We included the
pickle stuffed toy in our images because we wanted the pickle to serve as a test subject for the
mock-up and also to better understand how a human would be positioned in this device. While
creating this mock-up we began to notice various connections and vital components of our device
that will require special attention. We will need to make sure the base of our device is strong and
stable, because it will need to sustain the load of an average human. We will also need to determine
the best type of joints and clamps to use for our attachable and detachable components such as the
storage vessels. The canopy we envisioned will need to be adjusted to a higher height, and be able
to be sturdy and not in the way of the user in case they need to get up/out of the device in haste.
Overall, this attempt was sufficient in getting us to envision a rough look of what a flat surface
portable ground work station device may look, but we also will be considering a more complicated
design, with adjustable legs and a device that could potentially work on an incline.
Figure 7: Mockup Image 1
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Figure 8: Mockup Image 2
Figure 9: Mockup Image 3
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3.2 Functional Decomposition
The function tree shown below in Figure 10 identifies the capabilities that a successful PGWS
will need to achieve. These functions have been compiled using the user needs table in Tables 1
and 2.
Figure 10: Function tree for PGWS, electronically-drawn and scanned
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3.3 Morphological Chart
As shown by the function tree in Figure 10, the PGWS has 14 functionalities of varying impor-
tance. The morph chart in Figure 11 shows solutions that could be used to achieve each function.
These solutions were used to generate complete concepts for the PGWS.
Figure 11: Morphological Chart for PGWS
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3.4 Alternative Design Concepts
Using the solutions from Figure 11 each team member developed two full design concepts. One
design was selected per person for consideration in our concept evaluation and selection. The
four unique designs (Saddle Station, The Deluxe, Eco-Kneeler, and Enviro-Leaner) are presented
through preliminary sketches, final sketches, and device descriptions.
3.4.1 Saddle Station
Figure 12: Preliminary sketches of Saddle Station
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Figure 13: Final sketches of Saddle Station
Description: A small aluminum framed cart with a padded ergonomic saddle for comfort that sits
low to the ground. The Saddle height and angle can be adjusted by simple pin systems. Beneath
the saddle is the floor of the cart that provides a space to place small tools in addition to helping
protect against ticks other small insects. Along the side of the cart are tool bags for additional
storage. To protect against light rain and to provide shade, an attachable umbrella can be placed
onto the cart.
3.4.2 The Deluxe
Figure 14: Preliminary sketches of ”the deluxe”
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Figure 15: Final sketches of ”the deluxe”
Description: User kneels on lower pads while chest is supported by upper chest rest. The neck dis
attaches and is magnetically attached to outer frame for easy support. Six legs touch the ground
and are all adjustable in height.Top chest pad comes off and is secured by straps on knee pads
for transport.Underneath the chest pad is a clipboard that is attached by an adjustable arm for
convenient data taking. A retractable pen/pencil holder is also featured in the design so that tools
aren’t getting lost in the field. In between the knee pads is a gear storage bin. This design also
doubles as a step stool in order for researchers to climb over enclosures.
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3.4.3 Eco-Kneeler
Figure 16: Preliminary sketches of ”Eco-Kneeler”
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Figure 17: Final sketches of ”Eco-Kneeler”
Description: The Eco-Kneeler is a Portable Ground Work Station that allows field ecologists to get
close access to their survey plots and stay comfortable while cataloging them. The rotating knee,
butt, and torso pads allow for customized work positions with multiple points of support. The
telescoping legs enable users of varied heights to find the right set up for short or long periods of
work. The Eco-Kneeler can be folded up for easy transportation by hand or vehicle. Add on gear
features also give the scientist the option to keep important tools such as writing utensils, duct
tape, a clipboard/tablet, and water close by. Additionally, the Eco-Kneeler is designed for terrain
ranging from low vegetation and flat ground to tall vegetation with a moderate incline. The support
tracks have a narrow surface area and keep the user’s feet off the ground to limit erosion effects.
A separate canvas/tarp with supports can be placed over the Eco-Kneeler for sun and light rain
protection - this comes in a small pouch that can be attached to the kneeler. Lastly the rubber and
coated metal that make up the device are weather resistant for long-lasting use.
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3.4.4 Enviro-Leaner
Figure 18: Preliminary Sketches of the ”Enviro-Leaner”
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Figure 19: Final Sketches of the ”Enviro-Leaner”
Description: The Enviro-Leaner is a sophisticated design meant to enhance the user’s experience
while collecting data and tagging specimen. This device will allow for the user to simply lean into
the hammock provided, where they will be suspended above the area of interest. The hammock can
be adjusted to be lower to the ground or higher up, this will take the strain off the back and knees of
the users. The Enviro-Leaner, can be used on flat terrain and inclines terrain. The adjustable legs
and spiked ends allow for stability while user is suspended by the hammock. One side of the device
contains a ladder where the users can utilize this to satisfy their needs. The side compartment bin
is detachable and is large enough to hold, tape measures, water bottles, duct tape, pencils, and
clipboards or tablets. This design also folds inwards, which allows for it to be carried on your back
by a strap. Tarp is provided as well to prevent sun and rain exposure. Device is made of weather




The following criteria used in the analytical hierarchy process, AHP, found below is based off
of the most critical needs for the device we are designing. We rated the importance of ease of
manufacturing, portability, use safety, comfort, and operations head to head in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine scoring matrix weights
4.2 Concept Evaluation
From the AHP assessment above we take the weighted percentages provided and implement them
in a weighted scoring matrix (WSM) which allows us to select a concept for our design that will be
best suited to meet our needs.
Figure 21: Weighted Scoring Matrix (WSM) for choosing between alternative concepts
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4.3 Evaluation Results
From using the AHP and WSM above in sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, we were able to
determine the best concept for our design process. The Deluxe, is the concept that best fits all our
needs. The criteria that the AHP was based off of comes from the information gathered during the
customer interview that was conducted at the start of this process. Ultimately, we decided that
user safety is paramount for our design, however, some of the other criteria such as comfort rated
equally as important as user safety based off of the needs of our customers. The final weighted
percentages that were acquired accurately represent the important of each criteria for our device.
When rating our different concepts to choose from we encountered that there were quite a few
similarities amongst all the concepts, but ultimately The Deluxe is the concept that can be better
engineered and re-designed to include most, if not all of the user needs.
4.4 Engineering Models/Relationships
We used column buckling, device tipping moment, and beam loading models to help inform
important aspects of our design such as material properties and dimensions.
4.4.1 Engineering Model: Critical Load and Buckling




In Eq 1, PCR represents the critical load being applied on to the bar, E represents Young’s modulus
of the bar, I represents the moment of inertia, K represents the effective length factor, and L is the
length of the bar. Young’s modulus, E, is a material property from the bar column. The effective
length factor, K, is determined by how the ends of the bar column is supported; ends can either be
fixed, pinned, or free. The moment of inertia is calculated from Eq. 2
I = πd4/64 (2)
By knowing the critical load for the bar column supporting our seat in our groundwork station
design we will be able to determine if the material chosen to support the seat is strong enough to
prevent buckling. Figure 22 below models a critical load being applied to a seat being supported
by a metal column.
Figure 22: Metal Column Supporting a Load
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4.4.2 Engineering Model: Moment Balance
For our device to properly work, we will need to ensure that it doesn’t tip over when force is
applied. This can be solved by performing moment balances at critical locations. We know that
the moment equation is:
M = F ∗ d (3)
Once we determine the dimensions of our equipment and how the weight of the researcher would
distribute across the machine, we can perform the moment balance. The attachment of the neck will
also create a localized stress concentration which will need to be accounted for in later calculations.
Figure 23: Moment balance on model
4.4.3 Engineering Model: Beam Loading
Beam loading could help us determine what material properties our possible body weight bearing
components would require. Figure 24 shows two different equation sets for a simply supported beam
with a uniform load partially distributed at each end (left) and a simply supported beam with a
uniform load partially distributed (right) representing the knee and torso supports of the Deluxe.
The equations, R is the reaction force, V is the sheer stress, and M is the moment. Distances are
represented by l, a, b, and c. CAD models can be used to investigate materials and designs further
through simulations.
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Figure 24: Two Different equation sets for a simply supported beam with uniform load partially distributed at each
end (left) and a simply supported beam with uniform load partially distributed (right). [1]
5 Concept Embodiment
5.1 Initial Embodiment
Our initial prototype is depicted in Figures 25, 26, and 27. We used 1/2” and 3/4” PVC for the
frame. We added plywood for structural support and kneeling pads for comfort on the base and
torso components. The exploded and isometric views show the connections and full bill of materials.
PVC was selected for the prototype material because it was easy and cost effective to work with.
Additionally, it is weather proof.
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Figure 25: Assembled projected views with overall dimensions
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Figure 26: Assembled isometric view with bill of materials (BOM)
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Figure 27: Exploded view with call-out to BOM
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Prototype Performance Goals:
1. A person can carry the device at least 800 m with a reasonable level of effort
2. User can comfortably cut grass with scissors and write about it on paper for at least 30
minutes
3. The device disturbs less than 24 square inches of ground.
5.2 Proof-of-Concepts
Our proof of concept testing consisted largely of trying different frame set ups with varied PVC
pipe size and connector types. By testing out cushion support attachments, we determined that
fixing the kneeling pad to a plywood support with duct tape and then zip tying the wood to the
PVC frame gave us a reliable temporary connection. Some parts of the proofs-of-concept are shown
in Figures 28 and 29.
Figure 28: Proof of Concept - PVC frame section
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Figure 29: Proof of Concept- Kneeler attached to frame
There are some noticeable differences between the initial prototype and selected concept from
section 4. Instead of metal, the frame material is PVC because it is easy to work with and more
cost effective. There are two necks instead of one to provide more stability and hinder twisting of
the device. Additionally, the connecting necks rotate at both torso and base connection, which was
not in the original design. Currently, the legs do not have an adjustable height setting - that is one
of our primary upgrades to make for the final prototype. Another difference can be found in the
base knee pad: the initial design has two separate pads, but our prototype has one continuous knee
pad and an overall narrower knee base. We will explore those features as we look to further stabilize
the ground station against tipping side to side. The initial prototype features basic PVC cap feet
on the leg. We will test ball joint feet to better handle the incline surfaces on future iterations
(Figure 30). Lastly the original design was intended to be taken apart and placed in a bag for
transport. The current prototype enables us to explore folding the torso legs and base legs towards
each other to collapse and carry without having to take the device apart. After the practical testing
of the prototype performance goals, simulation of column buckling and beam loading from sections
4.4.1 and 4.4.3 will be used to improve the selected PVC size for the legs, torso, and base frame
components. Additionally, the moment balance from section 4.4.2 could be used to improve the
stability and prevent tipping.
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Figure 30: Future Feature - Ball Joint Feet
6 Design Refinement
6.1 Model-Based Design Decisions
In order to verify our design, we conducted various analyses using the Solidworks software and
analyzed the angle displacement between our two main components of our device.
6.1.1 Plexiglass Beam Loading
Beam loading analysis’s were conducted on the knee Plexiglass support using varying loads of
170 lbs (Figure 31), 300lbs (Figure 32), and 700lbs (Figure 33). The following figures represent the
displacement experienced by each distributed load. All edges of the Plexiglass are fixed, because
for our device they will be fixed to the PVC structure using zip-ties. As expected, these simulations
showed a greater displacement when larger loads were applied to the Plexiglass.
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Figure 31: 170 lb Load Distribution Analysis
Figure 32: 300 lb Load Distribution Analysis
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Figure 33: 700 lb Load Distribution Analysis
6.1.2 Working Slope Angle
Our working slope angle can be found from a simple trigonometric model using the maximum
height difference between the adjustable legs on the torso as shown below in Figure 34. This model
yields a maximum slope of 30.5 degrees - a slope grade of 58.8%. This exceeds our minimum goal
of operating on a 22 degree slope.
Figure 34: Working Angle Calculation
6.1.3 PVC Column Buckling
The column buckling analysis’s on the 6 inch 3/4 PVC Leg support component of our device
can be seen in the following figures for the varying loads of 42.5lbs [35], 75lbs[36], and 175lbs [37].
These loads are exactly one fourth of 170, 300, and 700lbs respectively, since we have four legs for
our base. As seen in each factor the loading factors associated with each buckling analysis tell us
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if there will be buckling. For the 170 lb load applied we have a loading factor of 24, for 300lb the
loading factor is 13.661, and for the 700 lb load we have a smaller load factor of 5.85. It is good
to see this inverse trend between increasing load and loading factor, because buckling occurs when
the loading factor is less than 1. Clearly, these 6 inch PVC legs can withhold a lot of weight.
Figure 35: 170 lb Load Distribution Analysis
Figure 36: 300 lb Load Distribution Analysis
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Figure 37: 700 lb Load Distribution Analysis
6.2 Design for Safety
Certain considerations should be according to user, device, and environmental safety. 5 such
considerations are discussed below.
6.2.1 Risk #1: Falling off the Station
Description: All designs have the user a variable distance off the ground. Anytime you are off
the ground, you risk falling.
Severity: Catastrophic
Probability: Unlikely
Mitigating Steps: Make the device only as tall as needed and provide handles/guides near the
edges.
6.2.2 Risk #2: Dropping the Station
Description: As a portable station, the user will have to carry or transport the device in some
fashion. Dropping the device during transport could harm the user or the device.
Severity: Critical
Probability: Occasional
Mitigating Steps: Provide sturdy, ergonomic handles/straps or a transport aid.
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6.2.3 Risk #3: Pinch Risk at Folding and Collapsible Joints




Mitigating Steps: Mark the joint areas with symbols, color, and words stating the risk. Design
the folds to require your hands to be away from the risk zone in order to work.
6.2.4 Risk #4: Arm Holding the Tray Gives out
Description: If the arm holding to tray falls off, the user could drop their clipboard onto the
ground potentially damaging the ground.
Severity: Negligible
Probability: Seldom
Mitigating Steps: Use two attachment points for the tray and cement arm to rotating joint.
6.2.5 Risk #5: Sharp Corners and Protruding Components
Description: When carrying, setting up, or moving around the device, there is a risk that the
user could bump corners or protruding components.
Severity: Negligible
Probability: Seldom
Mitigating Steps: Round corners, place padding on protrusions, ensure acceptable clearances
for protrusions.
6.2.6 Risk Heat Map
The risks were organized into a heat map according to severity and probability (Figure 38).
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Figure 38: Risk Assessment Heat Map
According to our heat map, the most severe risk comes from dropping the device. This threatens
the user, the device, and the environment depending on how the device is dropped. Thus, strong
connections and ergonomic carrying handles are a high priority for our device. The next tier
of risk priorities includes pinch points and falling off the station. When addressing these risks,
we considered that while falling off the station could result in a graver injury, pinch points will
be encountered more often. Lastly, the tray support collapsing, and the protruding corners and
components tie for the least severe risk.
6.3 Design for Manufacturing
Based on our second prototype (shown in Figure 39), we developed design considerations for
manufacturing.
1. Number of parts excluding threaded fasteners: 70
2. Number of threaded fasteners: 16
3. List of theoretically necessary components (TNC):
(a) Torso Components: PVC frame, plexiglass support, kneeling pad, aluminum legs, plastic
foots, plastic ball joints, fishing line leg connections, rotating PVC T-adapters, Velcro
attachments.
i. Clamp components: plastic clamp shells, metal clamp rings, metal springs, plastic
levers, plastic clamp rings.
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(b) Neck Components: PVC frame connectors, PVC adjusters (with holes), metal pins.
(c) Kneeler Components: PVC frame, plexiglass support, kneeling pad, rotating PVC T-
adapters, Velcro attachments.
Figure 39: Second Prototype
6.3.1 Four TNCs Explained
On the torso and the kneeler components the PVC T-adapters cannot be cemented to the rest of
the PVC frame because their rotation enables the work station to function at adjustable heights and
to fold together for easy transportation. The aluminum legs of the torso component are connected
to the PVC legs by a fishing line allowing the PVC legs to slide up and down to adjust the height
of the work station. The plexiglass on the torso and kneeler components are theoretically necessary
to provide support to the kneeling pads. Without them, the kneeling pads would sag between the
PVC supports. The kneeling pads on the torso and kneeler components are necessary because they
provide ergonomic aspects of the work station. The kneeler is attached by Velcro connections and
can be replaced once it starts to wear down.
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6.3.2 Reducing TNCs
We could reduce the amount of TNCs in one primary way. For the neck component we could
find a 3/4” to 1.25” T adapter so that 2 of the PVC frame connectors would not be necessary (they
currently connect the 1” T-adapter to the 1.25” PVC adjuster pieces). Further reduction of TNCs
would required specialized manufacturing which we tried to avoid so that this device could be easily
reproduced with common/easily-acquired materials and tools.
6.4 Design for Usability
Certain design modifications can be considered for the following user restrictions.
1. Vision: Our device will be used a variety of ecosystems. The ground color will include green,
rusty red, brown, or white/grey depending on the season and location. With this in mind, it
is important that our device not consist of colors that could blend in with those backgrounds
for folks with red/green color blindness. This will also make the device and it’s components
more visible to all users.
2. Hearing: Collapsible joints are often accompanied with the instruction that you will know
it is in place once you here a ”click” or ”snap.” To make our device accessible to people with
a hearing impairment, we can include a visual indicator (think of how a bathroom door lock
externally shows open/closed), and a tangible indicator (i.e. button depressed or sticking out
that a user could feel).
3. Physical: Our device is designed to alleviate knee and back pain for users of various height
and body proportions. For less serious physical impairments the groundwork station is de-
signed to be adjustable and ergonomic so that the user will always be comfortable while the
station is in use. For users with serious physical impairments that limit/restrict mobility or
that may cause serious spasms, the workstation does not provide appropriate accommodation
and users should be advised not to use because of possible harm.
4. Control: For users with control impairments that may be caused by distraction, excessive
fatigue, intoxication, or medication side effects the groundwork station should have warning
labels along the bottom of the knee pads that warn of the dangers that come along with using




Our final prototype can be seen in Figures 40 and 41. Upgrades from the initial prototype include
adjustable legs with aluminum reinforcement on the torso. These legs were acquired from MOmarsh
Inc. [2]. They feature a clasp locking mechanism, a ball joint, and a wide foot. The legs are designed
to be replacement inner legs for various products int the ”invisi” series which features cots, chairs,
and stands used for hunting. They can be submerged in naturally occurring bodies of water during
use which qualifies them for our weather-resistant needs. The legs interface with the 3/4” PVC
of which the frame is comprised - the friction fit is reinforced with fishing line attachments that
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prevent the legs from coming out of the outer PVC legs when moving or storing the device. The
adjustable height gives the ground work station a 30 degree slope working range (a 58 percent slope
grade). We also rebuilt the torso frame, moving the four legs out to the corners of the frame. The
kneeler component was rebuilt with 3/4” PVC instead of 1/2” PVC and an additional PVC support
was added running from right to left under the cushion. Additionally, the neck was upgraded from
two single PVC pieces, to two adjustable sections using 1” and 1.25” pieces. The length of the neck
pieces can be adjusted 7” (in 1” increments) using the pin and holes. Additionally a detachable
desk made of 1/2 ” PVC was added, along with a hook to hold supplies. Lastly, the support under
the cushion was replaced with Plexiglas which is lighter and more weather resistant.
Overall the final prototype weighed in just under 14 lbs, covers a surface area of 4.5 ft2, and
holds the user 6 in. off of the ground. The final prototype was also designed to collapse into it self
and be held together by cable ties for storage and portability. A ratchet strap was also included
to attach onto the devise allow a user to carry over their shoulder. In order to ensure the final
prototype meet our customer needs three performance goals were made to test the prototype. The
first of which was to ensure the device can be carried comfortably over a long distance. To test
this we walked the device 800 meters with little effort to show that this performance goal was met.
The next performance goal was to ensure the ground work station didn’t disrupt too much ground.
The device has 6 points of contact which cover an area of 55 in2 and did little to no disturbance
to the ground during testing. The last performance goal was to ensure that the final prototype can
be used for long periods of time comfortably. Our test involved using the final prototype for 30
minuets to cut grass in which our test user had no complaints about the function or comfortably
of the device.
Figure 40: Final Prototype
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Figure 41: Top view of the final prototype.
Figure 42: One option for carrying the device (User approximately 5’1”).
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Figure 43: Second option for carrying the device (User approximately 5’9”).
7.2 Documentation
The CAD views and exploded view for a combination of our second prototype and final prototype
are shown below in Figures 44 and 45.
Figure 44: Assembled final prototype main structure, without desk or utility additions.
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Figure 45: Assembled isometric view of second prototype in exploded view.
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8 Discussion
8.1 Project Development and Evolution
Does the final project result align with its initial project description?
– Yes
Was the project more or less difficult than expected?
– The difficulty was as expected - COVID made it more complicated to get work done since
only 2 team members could be in the lab at the same time.
On which part(s) of the design process should your group have spent more time? Which parts
required less time?
– We should have spent less time on trying to make collapsible legs, since a cost effective solution
had already been manufactured and was easily accessible. We should have spent more time
on making it easier to carry.
Was there a component of the prototype that was significantly easier or harder to make/assemble
than expected?
– Attaching the seat cushion was more difficult than expected. Cutting the plexiglass down
to size was difficult and took a long time to make. Drilling the adjustable holes in the neck
component also presented a challenge due to limited vice support and the odd shape of the
pieces. We used files and larger hole sizes to account for trouble lining up the holes (both
vertically and horizontally).
In hindsight, was there another design concept that might have been more successful than the chosen
concept?
– The other design concepts were too complicated to assemble in our time frame, we believe we
chose the best design.
8.2 Design Resources
How did your group decide which codes and standards were most relevant? Did they influence your
design concepts?
– We found codes and standards relating to outdoor chair use since those closely matched
our goals. We ended up using the standard ”Outdoor Furniture - Stability for Chairs”. It
influenced our final design because we added support bars between the front legs to get rid of
’wobble’ in our initial prototype.
Was your group missing any critical information when it generated and evaluated concepts?
– No
Were there additional engineering analyses that could have helped guide your design?
– We could have done engineering analyses on the bio-mechanisms of someone using the device.
This would have helped because it could shed light on where weight would be distributed
when using the ground work station and could have changed our design to lessen pain in
back, neck, knees, etc. We also could have done shear stress analysis on the pins.
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If you were able to redo the course, what would you have done differently the second time around?
– We should have started building things sooner and not spent so much time theorizing. Our
product is cheap and easy to construct, so by starting to construct with PVC earlier we could
have saved more time down the road.
Given more time and money, what upgrades could be made to the working prototype?
– With more resources, we would have made the ground work station less bulky and experi-
mented with other materials. Due to our budget, PVC was the only conceivable material we
could afford to build multiple version of the device with. We would have also put more time
in to bio-mechanical engineering analyses to do more testing on where stress spots are in the
human body. We would have also created a user manual for how to construct our product, so
that the researchers could recreate the product and also share with other research groups.
8.3 Team Organization
Were team members’ skills complementary? Are there additional skills that would have benefited
this project?
– A team member with welding skills and metal working skills would have allowed to venture
into using other materials.
Does this design experience inspire your group to attempt other design projects? If so, what type of
projects?
– Yes - we have pondered making better products for gardeners/farmers. Gardening is hard
work and very hard on the body. We pondered making a wearable device that would allow
you to kneel and bend over without straining your back. This device could allow people who
are disabled/elderly garden and work in their gardens.
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A Parts List and Key Dimensions
Figure 46: Key dimensions drawn on white board and used for physical and CAD construction of the device.
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B Adjustable Legs and Incline
Figure 47: Leg with adjustable clamp
Figure 48: Device on lowest height setting
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Figure 49: Device on tallest height setting
Figure 50: Device on intermediate height setting working on an incline.
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